AGILE LEARNING – OUR AGILE CURRICULUM
VALUE AT SCALE, CREATED AT THE SPEED OF CHANGE

How quickly can your teams and organization learn, pivot, and scale sources of value? The Cprime Learning catalog has classes to enable every component of enterprise agility. From the most basic terms, roles, and processes on a team to the most complex enterprise-wide value streams, portfolios, and frameworks, Learning is the common denominator of every aspect of agility.

Agile Foundations
The foundations curriculum teaches principles, practices, roles and adoption.

• Introduction to Agile
• Adopting & Adapting Agility
• Agile Boot Camp (ICP)
• Agility for Executives
• Agile Coaching Workshop (ICP-ACC)
• Agile Team Facilitation (ICP-ATF)
• User Story Workshop
• Agile Project Management (ICP-APM)
• PMI Agile Certified Practitioner (PMI-ACP)
• Kanban Workshop
• Agile Boot camp for Non-Software Work

Scrum Alliance Certifications & other Scrum courses
Cprime Learning delivers every Scrum Alliance certification course, courses without certification, and Scrum.Org courses.

• Certified ScrumMaster Workshop (CSM)
• Certified Scrum Product Owner (CSPO)
• Certified Scrum Developer (CSD)
• Advanced Certified ScrumMaster (A-CSM)
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Agile Engineering

Empower technology teams with the technical skills to execute agile delivery.

- Agile Testing (ICP-TST)
- Engineering for Agility (.NET or Java)
- Test-Driven Development: .NET, Java, or Python
- Agile Infrastructure Boot Camp

SAFe® 5.0.1

Cprime Learning delivers every official course in the gold-partner SAFe curriculum.

- Leading SAFe (SA)
- Implementing SAFe (SPC)
- SAFe for Teams (SP)
- Certified SAFe Product Owner/Product Manager (POPM)
- Certified SAFe Release Train Engineer (RTE)
- Certified SAFe Scrum Master (SSM)
- Certified SAFe Architect (ARCH)
- Certified SAFe Lean Portfolio Manager (LPM)
- Certified SAFe® Agile Product Manager (APM)
TECHNOLOGY LEARNING - OUR TECHNOLOGY CURRICULUM
ENABLES EXECUTION

Automation, computing, data and cloud architectures are just a few of the technology domains Cprime can teach our customers’ to use effectively. In the enterprise technology ecosystem, new value can be unlocked from these capabilities, but only if teams quickly learn to use them, and leaders can quickly learn how they fit with overall strategic priorities.

Cloud and IT Services
Hands-on technology training on every major cloud platform and skill set.

• Cloud Strategy Boot Camp
• ITIL Foundations
• Azure DevOps Foundations
• Microsoft Azure Foundations
• Google Cloud Platform Boot Camp

Amazon Web Services (AWS)

• AWS Technical Essentials
• Architecting on AWS
• AWS Security Essentials
• AWS Cloud Practitioner Essentials
• Developing on AWS
• Big Data on AWS
• DevOps Engineering on AWS
• Deep Learning on AWS
• Many other official AWS titles
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Cybersecurity
Cprime security classes focus on building security into applications at the source, bridging gaps between business management and IT, and effective governance and security policy.

- DevSecOps Boot Camp
- Fundamentals of Secure Application Development
- CISM Exam Boot Camp
- CISA Exam Boot Camp
- Implementing End-to-End Encryption
- SNSA - SonicWall Network Security Administrator

Software Development
Hands-on classes on languages and programming from senior software engineers.

- Angular — Jumpstarts, Learning, and Mastering
- Robotic Process Automation (RPA) and RDA Boot Camp
- Vue.js Boot Camp
- React
- Spring/Spring Boot
- .NET core
**Product Agility**

*Learn to invest better decision-making upstream, before huge amounts of money and time get wasted. Are your teams building the right thing? How long will it be before you know? How quickly can you pivot? Who owns these questions? Cprime’s product agility courses help customers navigate these challenges successfully.*

- The Power of the Product Owner
- Agile for Product Owners
- The Art of Product Management
- Strategic Roadmapping Workshop
- Value Stream Mapping Workshop
- Product Alignment Workshop
- Certified SAFe® Agile Product Manager (APM)

**Design & Innovation**

*No amount of technology or process will succeed without channeling disciplined creativity. These classes teach repeatable processes for ideation, problem solving, empathy, and innovation.*

- Product Discovery & Delivery
- Design Thinking Boot Camp
- Introduction to Human-Centered Design
- Introduction to Lean Startup
DEVOPS LEARNING – OUR DEVOPS CURRICULUM

WELCOME TO THE DIGITAL REVOLUTION

The principles of agility meet the newest and most disruptive tools and IT platforms in our hands-on, lab-driven DevOps courses. Cprime Learning is the first learning vendor in the world to offer multi-day, comprehensive training on every aspect of DevOps.

Adoption and Culture
Align expectations, establish buy-in, and progress the digital transformation.

- Introduction to DevOps
- DevOps Implementation Boot Camp (ICP-FDO)
- DevOps for Executives
- Implementing Site Reliability Engineering (SRE)
- Value Stream Mapping Workshop
- DevSecOps Boot Camp

Continuous Integration & Continuous Delivery (CI/CD)
Shorten cycle times, reduce risk, and improve quality of life for technology teams.

- Implementing CI/CD Pipelines (we match toolchains to customer environments)
- Jenkins User Boot Camp
- Implementing Azure DevOps Pipelines
- CircleCI Boot Camp for Continuous Workflows
- Git & GitHub Boot Camp
- BitBucket for Version Control
- GitLab Boot Camp
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**Configuration Management & Automation**
These lab-augmented classes teach teams to use the most popular tools for provisioning and managing infrastructure, whether in the cloud or the datacenter.

- Introduction to Using Puppet
- Ansible Configuration Management Boot Camp
- Chef Foundations (Official Chef training)
- Managing Cloud Infrastructure with Terraform (choose AWS or Azure)

**Containers & Architecture**
Learn to revolutionize application workflows and IT service architectures.

- Docker Containerization Boot Camp
- Introduction to Kubernetes
- Advanced Kubernetes Boot Camp
- Microservices Engineering Boot Camp

**Observability**
Find patterns in machine data, analyze operational exhaust, and predict and prevent outages.

- Splunk Boot Camp
- Elastic Stack Boot Camp

---
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PORTFOLIO LEARNING –
OUR PORTFOLIO CURRICULUM

These classes teach essential techniques for advancing agility above the team level.

Portfolios and Programs

- Agile Portfolio and Program Management (ICP-DAS)
- Certified SAFe® Lean Portfolio Manager (LPM)
- Project Portfolio Management
- Using Jira Align to Implement SAFe
- Azure DevOps for Agile at Scale
- BigPicture Training - Hands-On Workshop
- Strategic Roadmapping Workshop
COLLABORATION LEARNING – OUR COLLABORATION CURRICULUM

Teaching your teams the right collaboration tools to stay aligned is critical to agility. We specialize in Atlassian, Microsoft, and enablement for distributed teams.

Atlassian

- Jira and Agile Projects
- Using Jira Align to Implement SAFe
- Jira for Teams (also available as e-learning)
- Jira for Administrators
- Confluence for Teams (also available as e-learning)
- Confluence for Administrators

Microsoft – SharePoint and 365

- SharePoint Site Owner and Power User Boot Camp
- SharePoint for Business Process Automation
- Advanced Workflow Solutions with SharePoint
- Managing Projects with Microsoft 365
- Microsoft 365 Administration and Troubleshooting
- Microsoft 365 Power User Boot Camp

Professional Skills

- Enabling Remote Work and Distributed Teams
- Slack Training for Teams
- Professional Skills Boot Camp
VISIBILITY LEARNING – OUR DATA CURRICULUM
DATA, ANALYTICS, & DATA ENGINEERING

Comprehensive data training teaches a team to make better decisions, find critical insights, and use tools to maximize the value of information. Our data curriculum has a wide array of courses to fit the visibility needs of your organization and the skill growth of your people.

Analytics & Data Science
Align expectations, establish buy-in, and progress the digital transformation.
• Introduction to Data Analysis
• Data Analysis Boot Camp
• Agile Data Science Boot Camp
• Python for Data Science

Big Data
• Big Data Fundamentals
• Big Data Boot Camp
• Apache Spark Big Data Boot Camp
• Apache Kafka Data Streaming Boot Camp
• Big Data on AWS

Data Engineering & Enterprise Databases
• Data Life Cycle Management
• SQL Workshops
• MongoDB Developer Boot Camp
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Comprehensive data training teaches a team to make better decisions, find critical insights, and use tools to maximize the value of information. Our data curriculum has a wide array of courses to fit the visibility needs of your organization and the skill growth of your people. The Cprime Learning catalog includes courses on topics ranging from the most basic introduction to analyzing and working with data, to advanced engineering topics on emergent technology for deploying artificial intelligence and advanced analytics.

Data Visualization Tools
• Microsoft Power BI Boot Camp
• Mastering DAX for Microsoft Power BI
• Power BI Dashboards
• Tableau Boot Camp
• Alteryx Boot Camp
• Interactive Data Visualization

Artificial Intelligence & Machine Learning
• Artificial Intelligence Implementation Boot Camp
• Machine Learning with Python
• Machine Learning with R
• Predictive Analytics 1 – Machine Learning Tools
• Predictive Analytics 2 – Neural Nets and Regression
• Predictive Analytics 3 – Dimension Reduction, Clustering, and Association
• Natural Language Processing (NLP and Deep Learning)

Cprime also offers training on these observability tools, in addition to our managed services team’s observability platform.
• Elastic Stack Boot Camp
• Splunk Boot Camp
QUALITY LEARNING – OUR QUALITY CURRICULUM

Cprime teaches software and technology teams to build quality in at the creation of services and products – increase test coverage, leverage automation, and make testing more agile.

Testing & Quality Assurance
Build quality in at the source

- Test Automation Boot Camp
- ISTQB Certified Tester – Foundation Level Certification (CTFL)
- Test-Driven Development (.NET, Java, or Python)
- Engineering for Agility (.NET or Java)
- Automating Tests with Cucumber
- Selenium for Test Automation